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Abstract:For the aims of setting the sensor network nodes and realization of the optimum coverage of the nodes informa－
tion in the wireless sensor networks system, the coverage optimization algorithm of sensor nodes distribution of wireless
sensor networks was proposed based on small cluster optimal feature. The fitness of each individual was calculated ac－
cording to the optimum feature based on the small cluster, the high fitness individuals were duplicated. The computation－
al accuracy and the convergence rate were improved essentially. Simulation result shows that the iterations are 183 and
the optimum coverage solution can be reached, and the effective coverage rate can reach 91.2%, the results show the new
method has good performance in the sensor network application with real time property.
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Table 1 Sensor node sensing radius and number of iterations























Fig.1 Graph optimization coverage algorithm iterative
convergence
图2优化覆盖算法覆盖度直方图
Fig.2 Optimization coverage histogram covering algorithm
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